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INTRODUCTION
This granted study proposes to apply orbital debris modeling techniques to devise an effective search strategy applicable for breakup fragments in the geostationary region. The orbital debris modeling techniques describe debris generation and orbit propagation to effectively conduct predictive analyses of space objects that include characterizing, tracking and predicting the behavior of individual and groups of space objects. The orbital debris modeling techniques enable us to predict population of debris from a specific breakup to effectively specify when, where and how we should conduct optical measurements using ground-based telescopes. The orbital debris modeling techniques also enable us to predict motion of debris in successive images to effectively and precisely specify how we should process successive images of objects in the geostationary region, taken with ground-based telescopes.
Original (the first year) tried to validate the proposal techniques (population prediction and motion prediction) through actual observations, targeting the US Titan IIIC Transtage (1968-081E) explosion in the geostationary region. As a result, Original successfully demonstrated that population prediction effectively specified when, where, and how we should conduct optical measurements using ground-based telescopes. Original also successfully demonstrated that the motion prediction clearly distinguished fragments generated by the target breakup event from other detected objects that have originated with other breakups. It is concluded from the second demonstration that the motion prediction has a possibility to enhance track-before-detect techniques, which stack successive images shifted according to the assumed motion of the target object.
Option 1 (the second year) confirmed whether or not the combination of the proposal techniques and track-beforedetect techniques could detect dimmer objects than the limiting magnitude of a single charged-coupled device (CCD) image taken. Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) has developed the stacking method, a trackbefore-detect technique. JAXA has applied the stacking method to discover minor planets and successfully discovered many minor planets. JAXA also has applied the stacking method to detect faint objects in the geostationary region but not successfully detected yet. With the proposal techniques, the stacking method successfully detects uncorrelated targets dimmer than the limiting magnitude of a single CCD image. Option 1 also demonstrated the proposal techniques were able to distinguish between multiple events and to identify the right origin by targeting both explosions of the US Titan IIIC Transtage (1968-081E) and the Russian Ekran 2 (1977-092A). With a pinch point analysis, the motion prediction successfully associated uncorrelated targets with the right origin.
According to the outcome of Option 1, Option 2 (the third year) defines three tasks as continuity plan. First, as Task A, Option 2 characterizes the US Titan IIIC Transtage (1968-081E) explosion on 21 February 1992. The NASA standard breakup model 2001 revision [1] describes the size distribution of fragments from an explosion using a simple power-law:
( 1) where is the number of fragments greater than diameter (in meters), and is the scaling factor. Option 2 estimates the scaling factor using the fragments identified through Option 1 based on the proposal techniques. Using the 1968-981E fragments correlated in the catalogue, Option 2 also estimates velocity increment for each fragment to transfer from the orbit of the US Titan IIIC Transtage (1968-081E) at the time of the explosion to their initial orbits after the time of the explosion.
Second, as Task B, Option 2 conducts observation planning based on the outcome of Task A, and then assesses the appropriateness of Task A. Specifically, Task B extracts and analyzes all the differences between the observation plans based on the NASA standard breakup model 2001 revision and the outcome of Task A. Task B conducts another observation when any significant difference can be confirmed.
Finally, as Task C, Option 2 theoretically confirms the applicability of the proposal techniques to a breakup event, which has uncertainty about the time to the order for several weeks. Specifically, Task C selects another US Titan IIIC Transtage (1967-066G), which experienced a significant anomaly in the archived orbital history. Task C predicts the population of possible fragments from 1967-066G with several or more assumptions made on the time, and then tracks all the points where most fragments will be in geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates over time to understand the behavior of groups of the fragments. Task C conducts observations when any significant and effective observation plan can be devised. Fig. 1 schematically describes the overview of an effective search strategy that we propose through this granted study. The orbital debris modeling techniques describe debris generation and orbit propagation to effectively conduct predictive analyses of space objects that include characterizing, tracking and predicting the behavior of individual and groups of space objects.
STRATEGY OVERVIEW
First, fragments from a breakup event in the geostationary region, cited in literature [2] [3] [4] [5] , are generated using the NASA standard breakup model 2001 revision [1] . Then, their orbits are propagated until the planned observation date to predict population of the generated fragments. There is significant uncertainty in debris generation, so that it is unfeasible or impossible to compute an exact result with a deterministic algorithm. Therefore, a Monte Carlo method has been applied to aggregate the results of the individual computations into the final result. One hundred groups of fragments from a breakup event are computed using a random number generator with 100 different seeds. The mean of 100 computations represents the final result, whereas the standard deviation of 100 computations represents the error of this method.
The resulting population specifies when, where and how optical measurements using ground-based telescopes should be conducted. Second, therefore, "planning and observation" in Fig. 1 is conducted based on the resulting population. A couple of candidate points in geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates can be selected with consideration that bright stars will not be in the field of view. Then, observations are planned to keep looking at each point for a relatively long duration. To effectively detect debris in the geostationary region, however, images should be taken with non-sidereal mode. Therefore, one set of images will be taken for several minutes without any tracking, and then the pointing will be changed to keep looking at the specified single point in geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates.
Third, motion of fragments passing through the specified single point in geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates during the observation is predicted based on the resulting population. Motion prediction characterizes the behavior of groups of fragments from a single breakup event. Therefore, the motion prediction can clearly distinguish fragments generated by a target breakup event from other detected objects. The motion prediction also specifies effectively and precisely how successive images should be processed to detect moving objects. Fourth, therefore, the motion prediction is combined with a track-before-detection technique, which stacks successive images shifted according to the assumed motion of the target object, to detect faint fragments from the target breakup event.
Finally, we can analyze how the target breakup event has released fragments based on correlated and uncorrelated targets (CTs/UCTs) detected by the image processing, and then properly describe the target breakup event to improve the debris generation. This improvement provides a better definition of the current situation in the geostationary region.
TASK A
Task A characterizes the US Titan IIIC Transtage (1968-081E) explosion on 21 February 1992 using the NASA standard breakup model. The NASA standard breakup model consists of: 1) size distribution to specify the number of fragments for a given size and larger, 2) area-to-mass ratio distribution to specify a possible value for a given size, 3) size-to-area conversion to obtain mass from a given area-to-mass ratio, and 4) delta velocity distribution to specify a possible value for a given area-to-mass ratio.
Delta Velocity Distribution
Using the 1968-081E fragments correlated in the catalogue, Task A estimates delta velocity for each fragment to transfer to their initial orbits after the time of the explosion from the orbit of 1968-081E at the time of the explosion. Typically, the propagation error is greatest in the along-track direction because time errors greatly displace the satellite along the orbital path. Therefore, instead of applying conjunction analysis, this granted study assumes that fragments were released at the closest position of their initial orbits after the time of the explosion with the orbit of 1968-081E at the time of the explosion. This granted study estimates delta velocity distribution in a satellite coordinate system, . The axis is tangential to the orbit and always points to the velocity vector. The axis lines in the orbital plane and is perpendicular to the velocity vector. The axis is normal to the orbital plane. Fig.2 shows delta velocity distribution in the system. Symbols "+" represent orthogonal projections of delta velocities on each plane, whereas arrows represent delta velocity of 1968-081E orthographically projected on to each plane. It is obvious that there are major directions of the fragments in each plane and symmetrical features can be confirmed in the major directions. In addition, the delta velocity of 1968-081E points to one of the major directions. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , therefore, 1968-081E may have released fragments in two opposite directions. Usually, isotropy is assumed in delta velocities of fragments from a breakup event. Anisotropy may be incorporated to characterize better the US Titan IIIC Transtage explosion, however. Fig. 4 provides the area-to-mass ratio ( ⁄ ) distribution as a function of size ( ) and the delta velocity (∆ ) distribution as a function of area-to-mass ratio ( ⁄ ). Information on area-to-mass ratio cannot be obtained from a single set of two line elements but we may be able to estimate area-to-mass ratio from archived orbital history. Instead of estimation, however, we assume that the 1968-081E fragments correlated in the catalogue are equal to or larger than 1 m in size (i.e. the nominal limiting size being tracked by the Space Surveillance Network in the geostationary region). With this assumption, a possible range in area-to-mass ratio for the correlated 1968-081E fragments is between 0.027 m 2 /kg and 0.584 m 2 /kg. With this possible range in area-to-mass ratio, a possible range in the highest delta velocity for the correlated 1968-081E fragments is between 217 m/s and 401 m/s. Fig. 2 indicates that most of the fragments were released at delta velocities lower than 100 m/s. Fig. 2 
Size Distribution
Using tracklets acquired during the second year, Task A estimates the scaling factor in Eq. (1), which describes the size distribution of fragments from an explosion. The trackles used for this granted study have been acquired through observations from 20 October 2011 to 22 October 2011 at the National Central University (NCU) Lulin Observatory in Taiwan (see also [6] ). A 50-cm aperture telescope with a field-of-view of 1.74 degrees by 1.78 degrees at the NCU Lulin Observatory in Taiwan was available for this granted study. As described in Section 2, we conducted observation planning to specify a better point where uncorrelated targets originating from 1968-081E can be detected by using the telescope at the NCU Lulin Observatory in Taiwan.
We were not able to determine precise orbits from the acquired tracklets. We were also not able to conduct backward propagation to identify their right origins, as demonstrated in the previous report. Therefore, we have introduced a probabilistic way to associate the acquired tracklets with 1968-081E. We have applied a -nearest Fragmentation debris L neighbor method (e.g. [7] ) to identify probable origins of the acquired tracklets not correlated with objects in the catalogue. This -nearest neighbor method requires probable origins to be associated with, so that we refer to [8] , which listed 10 events in addition to the known events in the geostationary region, to prepare the probable origins. As presented in [6] , 53 tracklets out of 96 tracklets, which were not correlated with objects in the catalogue, has been associated with 1968-081E.
As presented in [9] , the characteristic length of each tracklet has been estimated from the brightness. It is assumed that the geometrical configuration is the Lambert sphere with an albedo of 0.1. This assumption defines the characteristic length as the diameter of the Lambert sphere. The size estimation also requires information on ranges and separation angles between the Sun, each object, and the observer, so that a circular orbit is assumed to calculate the initial position at the observation epoch. As also presented in [9] , the sensitivity of the optical system at the NCU Lulin Observatory in Taiwan was analyzed to determine the minimum size that can be detected reliably without any fault. Combination of the aforementioned size estimation with this sensitivity analysis may conclude that 31 tracklets out of the 53 tracklets, which were associated with 1968-081E, were detected reliably without any fault.
The aforementioned 31 tracklets may not account for all fragments originating from 1968-081E. Some fragments may not pass through the field-of-view (FOV), so that missing fragments should be incorporated into the size distribution. This granted study has introduced a coefficient to incorporate the missing fragments into the size distribution. Thus, the right size distribution may be given by (2) where represents the size distribution estimated from the 31 tracklets, which were associated with 1968-081E and detected reliably without any fault.
The NASA standard breakup model describes the number of fragments for a given size and larger as Eq. (1). Among the fragments generated by the NASA standard breakup model, let count only the fragments passing through the FOV. Then, the coefficient may be defined as
where represents the expected number of fragments passing through the FOV for a given size and larger.
Let consider an orbit with a period of . If we look at somewhere on the orbit for a given time interval of , then the coverage of the orbit is calculated by ⁄ . Using a ground-based optical telescope, we have to consider its FOV, assumed to be fixed somewhere in inertia space. Denoting the time required for an object to ravel in the FOV by ∆ , then the coverage of the orbit is ∆ ⁄ . It may be noted that ∆ ⁄ provides the effective number, defined as the fractional time, per orbital period, when an object spends in the FOV.
Let assume that objects, with a given size and larger, pass through the FOV during the observation. Then, the sum of the coverage of each orbit results in . Thus, ∆
To evaluate the coefficient in Eq. (3), the scaling factor in Eq. (1) is assumed to be 1.0. The Monte Carlo method described in Section 2 has been also applied to evaluate the coefficient . The mean of 100 computations represents the nominal value for the coefficient , whereas the standard deviation of 100 computations represents the error of the coefficient evaluated. Finally, with the total observation duration summarized in Table 1 , Fig. 5 depicts the size distribution of the 1968-081E fragments detected through this granted study. Fig. 5 also plots Eq.
(1) with a scaling factor of 2.827 ± 0.013, estimated by applying a least square method.
A validation of the estimated scaling factor is conducted by calculating the total mass of 10 cm and larger fragments generated by the NASA standard breakup model. The NASA standard breakup model predicts 668 fragments down to 10 cm in size, resulting in a total fragment mass of 1659.7 ± 383.4 kg. As mentioned in [1] , the scaling factor of 1.0 appears to be valid for upper stages with masses of 600 -1000 kg. The mass of 1968-081E after completion of its mission would be approximately 2500 kg, including unused fuel of 500 kg, so that 2.827 ± 0.013 could be a scaling factor in Eq. (1).
TASK B
Task B conducts observation planning based on the outcome of Task A, and then assesses the appropriateness of Task A. Specifically, Task B extracts and analyzes all the differences in the observation planning between the NASA standard breakup model and the outcome of Task A.
To extract and analyze all the differences in the observation planning, Fig. 6 compares the time-integrated distributions, which specify where most fragments will be detected, between the initially assumed scaling factor of 1.0 and the estimated scaling factor of 2.827. The duration of the observation is assumed to be 4 hours for this comparison. Deep-colored area represents regions with high detection rates, so that both time-integrated distributions look quite similar. Actually, the observation point specified with the initially assumed scaling factor of 1.0 is identical to that specified with the estimated scaling factor of 2.827. It is concluded, therefore, that observation planning can be conducted properly regardless of the assumed scaling factor.
The detection rates at and around the point are completely different between the two scaling factors, however. This difference may affect the aforementioned probabilistic way of origin identification. Observation planning for fragments not originating from 1968-081E may be also affected by this difference because we may prefer not to specify the point where the 1968-081E fragments will be detected at a higher detection rate. As mentioned in Subsection 3.1, 1968-081E may have released fragments in two opposite directions. Usually, isotropy is assumed in delta velocities of fragments from a breakup event. Anisotropy may affect the resulting population of the 1968-081E fragments, and so may the observation planning. Therefore, this granted study compares four populations resulted from four different delta velocity distributions in terms of direction such as 1) with an azimuth between 180 and 360 degrees and an elevation between 0 and 90 degrees, 2) with an azimuth of 0 and 180 degrees and an elevation of 0 and 90 degrees, 3) with an azimuth of 0 and 180 degrees and an elevation of -90 and 0 degrees, and 4) with an azimuth of 180 and 360 degrees and an elevation of -90 and 0 degrees. The four populations look slightly different from Fig. 6 but they specify the same point as the observation point. It is concluded, therefore, that observation planning can be conducted properly even assuming isotropy in delta velocities.
TASK C
As Fig. 7 reveals, a US Titan IIIC Transtage (1967-066G) has experienced an abrupt orbital change for unknown reasons. As also revealed in [2] , no fragments have been yet associated with 1967-066G. On the other hand, 1967-066G has been listed in [8] as those have released fragments to describe the present orbital debris environment in the geostationary region. This abrupt orbital change has uncertainty about the time to the order for several weeks. Therefore, Task C selects 1967-066G to theoretically confirm the applicability of the proposal techniques to such abrupt orbital change, which may have released fragments with uncertainty about the time to the order for several weeks. Table 2 , is propagated until the randomly selected date and time of the abrupt orbital change to specify the event location. The NASA standard breakup model is also applied to generate possible fragments from 1967-066G. The scaling factor in Eq. (1) is assumed to be 1.0, resulting in 238 possible fragments down to 10 cm in size from 1967-066G. In total 60 groups of the possible fragments from 1967-066G are computed with 60 different dates and times of the abrupt orbital change. Therefore, this granted study treats the mean of 60 computations as the possible situation.
Assumptions
This granted study applies general perturbation to track all the possible fragments for 54 years, accounting for a period of the geosynchronous precession. This granted study also takes snapshots of the resulting population every 30 days to understand the behavior of groups of the possible fragments. Perturbation forces taken into account for this granted study are the effect and gravitational attractions due to the Sun and Moon. For simplicity, however, this granted study does not include the effect and the solar radiation pressure effects because these effects may not significantly affect their long-term behavior of groups of breakup fragments in the geostationary region. As demonstrated in [10] , only 9 fragments out of 238 fragments, with a size of down to 10 cm in size, originating from an explosion at the nominal geostationary altitude might get trapped into the libration region due the effect. A preliminary study prior to [10] has also confirmed that the solar radiation pressure effects may not strongly interfere with the long-term behavior of groups of breakup fragments in the geostationary region. Fig. 8 also demonstrates time variation of the points with the densest populations of the possible 1967-066G fragments generated on each assumed time of the event. As demonstrated in [11] , fragments generated on a specific time of the event form two regions with dense populations at phase positions opposite one another. One of the two regions is at the pinch point where the event has taken place. Right after the time of the event, the regions with dense populations are located along the orbit of 1967-066G, and so do the points with the densest populations. The time- Days since 00:00UT on 1 January 1994 averaged distribution is drastically changed over time to form two regions with dense populations as fragments generated on a specific time of the event do. This trend can be confirmed from time variation of the points with the densest populations of the possible 1967-066G fragments generated on each assumed time of the event. It is concluded, therefore, that any significant and effective observation plan can be devised even with uncertainty about the time of the event to the order for several weeks.
Long-term Behavior

Observation Planning
JAXA possesses an optical observatory site at Mt. Nyukasa, Nagano Prefecture for research and development on space debris observation technologies and data analysis processes for the geostationary region. The site is at 138º10'18" E, 35º54´05˝ N, 1870 m altitude. There are a 35-cm telescope and a 2048 by 2048 CCD camera at the site. The telescope is an  350N manufactured by TAKAHASHI SEISAKUSHO Ltd. Its focal length is 1248 mm.
It is set on a fork-type equatorial mount 25 EF manufactured by SHOWA Industry Co., Ltd. The CCD camera is a ML32042, manufactured by Finger Lakes Instrumentation, using a back-illuminated chip, the E2V CCD230-42. The chip is cooled from room temperature down to -60 degrees Celsius with a Peltier device and circulated water. Readout time of the CCD camera is less than 4 seconds. As the pixel size of the chip is 15 μm, the total sky coverage of the image area of the system is around 1.41 degrees by 1.41 degrees, and its pixel scale is 2.2 arc seconds. The start and end time of exposure are recorded in the image header with millisecond accuracy by using a global positioning system (GPS) time recorder which senses the shutter motion.
Observations were planned around the new moon in February 2013 at the JAXA Nyukasa Observatory in Nagano prefecture. Fig. 10 provides the time-averaged distribution of the possible 1967-066G fragments on 10 February 2013 in geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates. Fig. 10 also specifies the visible region from the Observatory and the Earth shadow at the nominal geostationary altitude, both at midnight, for reference. As summarized in Table 3 , we select two observation points (Point A and Point B) to maximize observation duration at each night by considering the visible region from the Observatory. We keep looking at Point A for the first half of the night, and then change the pointing of the telescope to keep looking at Point B for the latter half of the night. Observation Geocentric Declination [deg] duration to take a set of successive images is 4 minutes, resulting in a maximum of 166 observations per one night.
The detection rate of the possible 1967-066G fragments at the selected observation points can be evaluated by Eq. (4). Fig. 11 compares the detection rates between the scaling factors of 0.1, 0.6, and 1.0 as a function of the minimum size of the possible 1967-066G fragments. The mean and the standard deviation of the detection rate are evaluated from 100 assumptions on the date and time of the abrupt orbital change of 1967-066G. It can be supposed from Fig. 11 that the Observatory may detect several possible 1967-066G fragments at each observation point if 1967-066G has experienced a major breakup with a scaling factor of 1.0 or great. A US Titan IIIC Transtage of 1968-081E has experienced a major breakup to release relatively large fragments in the catalogue, so that a scaling factor of 1.0 or great may be also possible for 1967-066G. In case of a minor breakup with a scaling factor of 0.1 or so, the Observatory may not be able to detect the possible 1967-066G fragments due to the limit of detection (approximately 30-50 cm). Fig. 12 represent the "most likely" region, where on average more than one fragments travels in successive images at a given two-dimensional motion, to include approximately 70% of the possible 1967-066G fragments.
Origin Identification
Some UCTs appear in the proximity to the boundary of the "most likely" region formed by the possible 1967-066G fragments at Point A. Therefore, these UCTs are unlikely to be associated with 1967-066G. One of the UCTs in the proximity to the boundary of the "most likely" region, labeled JAXA-d0044 (diamond in light green), was successfully followed up to determine its orbit for further investigations. As concluded in Appendix, JAXA-d0044 cannot be associated with 1967-066G. Instead, JAXA-d0044 is quite close to 1968-081J (× in blue), one of the 1968-081E fragments in the catalogue. As also investigated in Appendix, however, JAXA-d0044 cannot be associated with 1968-081E.
The "most likely" region formed by the possible 1967-066G fragments at Point B includes 1967-066A (× in brown) and 1967-066B (× in yellow), both spacecraft released from 1967-066G. This "most likely" approach works well to clearly associate objects inside the "most likely" region with 1967-066G, so that some UCTs inside the "most likely" region may have been released from 1967-066G. We were not able to follow up any UCTs inside the "most likely" region, however. Instead, two UCTs outside the "most likely" region, labeled JAXA-d0045 and -d0046, were successfully followed up to determine their orbits for further investigations. As expected, Appendix concludes that JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 cannot be associated with 1967-066G. Instead, JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 are quite close to CTs launched in the late 70's and early 80's, so that JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 may be associated with these CTs. 081E fragments. This characterization also successfully estimates the scaling factor, which specifies the number of fragments for a given size and larger. It is also confirmed, however, that observation planning can be conducted properly regardless of the assumed scaling factor. Option 2 theoretically confirms the applicability of proposed strategy to a breakup, which has uncertainty about the time to the order for several weeks. Option 2 also demonstrates observation planning to search possible fragments released from a known orbital anomaly of a US Titan IIIC Transtage (1967-066G) in February 1994. Observations planned for the possible 1967-066G fragments were able to detect some UCTs moving in a field-of-view as predicted. However, we were not able to follow up any of the UCTs moving as predicted to determine their orbits precisely. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that 1967-066G has released the UCTs moving as predicted. Further observations targeting the possible 1967-066G fragments may be required to confirm whether or not 1967-066G has released fragments when 1967-066G experienced the abrupt orbital change.
CONCLUSION
APPENDIX A
As mentioned in Subsection 5.4, search surveys of the possible 1967-066G fragments were conducted from 8 February 2013 to 13 February 2013 at the JAXA Nyukasa Observatory in Nagano Prefecture. Three UCTs, labeled JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046, respectively, were successfully followed up to determine their orbits precisely. As Fig. 12 reveals, JAXA-d0044 is in the proximity to the boundary of the "most likely" region formed by the possible 1967-066G fragments at Point A. JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 are outside the "most likely" region formed by the possible 1967-066G fragments at Point B. Therefore, these UCTs are unlikely to be associated with 1967-066G.
First, as summarized in Table A .1, the characteristic length of the three uncorrelated tracklets detected during the search surveys has been estimated from their visual magnitude (labeled V mag). As described in Subsection 3.2, the characteristic length is defined as the diameter of the Lambert sphere with an albedo of 0.1. As summarized in Table A .1, JAXA-d0044 is relatively large. Instead, JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 are relatively small. Second, orbits of JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046 are propagated backward until 05:09:09 GMT on 1 February 1994, consistent with epoch of the last orbital elements before the abrupt orbital change (see Table 2 ). This granted study applies special perturbation, including also the effect and the solar radiation pressure effects, not as in Subsection 5.2. An area-to-mass ratio is assumed to be 0.01 m 2 /kg for this backward propagation. Table A.2 provides the orbital elements of JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046 propagated backward until 05:09:09 GMT on 1 February 1994.
As previously reported, this granted study has proposed the use of inclination vectors cos Ω , sin Ω to identify the right origins of UCTs. Fig. A.1 plots inclination vectors of JAXA-d0044, -d0045 , and -d0046, and 1967-066G at 05:09:09 GMT on 1 February 1994. For reference, Fig. A.1 also plots inclination vectors of 1968-081E and its fragments at 05:09:09 GMT on 1 February 1994. As also reported previously, the initial distribution of breakup fragments forms a straight line, centering on its origin. It can be observed from Fig. A.1 that the 1968-081E fragments (+ in cyan) still keep almost a straight line approximately two years after being released. It can be also observed that JAXA-d0045 (+ in blue) and -d0046 (+ in magenta), and 1967-066G lie on a straight line, slightly different from the straight line formed by 1968-081E and its fragments. Therefore, JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 may be associated with 1967-066G, but not with 1968-081E. However, JAXA-d0044 still has the chance to be associated with 1967-066G if JAXA-d0045 and -d0046 may not be associated with 1967-066G.
Third, a pinch point analysis in geocentric equatorial coordinates is applied to identify the right origins of the three UCTs, labeled JAXA-d0044, -d0045, and -d0046, respectively. As previously reported, this pinch point analysis is effective if the origin identification using inclination vectors does not work properly. 
